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Let's start with Quantum Monte Carlo



   

Quantum Monte Carlo

A family of microscopic simulation methods, 
very successful in other areas of physics (and chemistry)



   

Continuum Quantum Monte Carlo

Rudiments of 
Diffusion Monte Carlo:

How to do? Start somewhere and evolve

With a standard propagator

Cut up into many time slices



   

Quantum Monte Carlo

Eight channels often enough (e.g. Argonne v8')

With tensor: 

And spin, orbit: 

Focus on the two-body interactions for now

What about more general Hamiltonians?



   

Nuclear GFMC

Green's Function Monte Carlo is very accurate and very expensive

Credit: Steve Pieper



   

Uses phenomenological forces

Credit: Bob Wiringa

Historically, nuclear QMC has utilized local, high-quality, phenomenological 
interactions of the Argonne/Urbana/Illinois family



   

Historically, phenomenological = hard

Credit: Bob Wiringa

This also makes it non-perturbative at the many-body level 

The nucleon-nucleon part of these interactions (Argonne v18) turns out 
(due to its locality) to be very hard/repulsive at short distances



   

In summary

Local high-quality phenomenology is hard

Chiral EFT 
a) is connected to symmetries of QCD
b) has consistent many-body forces, and
c) allows us to produce systematic uncertainty bands
also happens to be non-local (such are the sumbebekota)

Consubstantial with the successes of nuclear QMC, 
difficult to use in most other many-body methods

Heavily used in other methods, but not used in nuclear QMC 



   

How to go beyond?

Other approaches also being pursued:

Eliminate the reason chiral EFT was unused by powerful nuclear
QMC methods (non-locality): this talk



   

Turning to chiral EFT



   

Nuclear Hamiltonian: chiral EFT

Exploit separation of scales:

Use nucleons and pions as degrees of freedom

Systematically expand in 

Chiral Effective Field Theory approach:

Program introduced by S. Weinberg, now taken over by the nuclear community

Attempt to build on QCD in a systematic manner



   

Nuclear Hamiltonian: chiral EFT

● Attempts to connect with
 underlying theory (QCD)

● Systematic low-
 momentum expansion

● Consistent many-body forces
● Low-energy constants from 
 experiment or lattice QCD

● Until now non-local in 
 coordinate space, so unused 
 in continuum QMC

● Power counting's relation to 
 renormalization still an open 
 question



   

Nuclear Hamiltonian: chiral EFT

Long-studied 
two-pion exchange

Contains couplings 
from πN scattering

Regulator and dictionary:



   

What is local

Successful nuclear QMC program constrained to use local potentials as input. 

What does “local” mean?

In particle physics: potential is defined at one point in space-time (contact)

In nuclear physics:

which is equivalent to

Reminder: in our terminology local is function of      only 



   

Turning to the resolution



   

Nuclear Hamiltonian: chiral EFT

Merely the standard choice.

Actually 4 terms in full set 
“consistent with the symmetries of QCD”

Pick 2 and antisymmetrize



   

In the general case

● Use local pion-exchange regulator

                                                   cf.

Write down a local energy-independent NN potential

Eliminate both sources of non-locality



   

Write down a local energy-independent NN potential

● Use local pion-exchange regulator

● Pick 7 different contacts at NLO, just make sure that when 
 antisymmetrized they lead to a set obeying the required 
 symmetry principles (as above)

cf.

In the general case

Eliminate both sources of non-locality



   

Phase shifts

Order-by-order systematic trend evident

A. Gezerlis, I. Tews, E. Epelbaum, S. Gandolfi, K. Hebeler, A. Nogga, A. Schwenk, Phys. Rev. Lett. 111, 032501 (2013).



   

Updated phase shifts

A. Gezerlis, I. Tews, E. Epelbaum, S. Gandolfi, K. Hebeler, A. Nogga, A. Schwenk, in preparation



   

Since it's local, let's plot it (N2LO)

A. Gezerlis, I. Tews, E. Epelbaum, S. Gandolfi, K. Hebeler, A. Nogga, A. Schwenk, in preparation



   

Since it's local, let's plot it (N2LO)

A. Gezerlis, I. Tews, E. Epelbaum, S. Gandolfi, K. Hebeler, A. Nogga, A. Schwenk, in preparation



   

Chiral EFT in QMC

● Use Auxiliary-Field 
 Diffusion Monte Carlo to 
 handle the full interaction

● First ever non-perturbative 
 systematic error bands

● Band sizes to be expected
● Many-body forces will 
 emerge systematically

NEUTRONS

A. Gezerlis, I. Tews, E. Epelbaum, S. Gandolfi, K. Hebeler, A. Nogga, A. Schwenk, Phys. Rev. Lett. 111, 032501 (2013).



   

Chiral EFT in lattice QMC

● Complementary Quantum 
 Monte Carlo approach that 
 has already been using 
 chiral EFT forces

● Preliminary results

Dean Lee/nuclear lattice EFT collaboration

NEUTRONS



   

QMC vs MBPT

● Comparison with many-
 body perturbation approach

● MBPT bands come from 
 diff. single-particle spectra

● Soft potential in excellent 
 agreement with AFDMC

● Hard potential slower 
 to converge

A. Gezerlis, I. Tews, E. Epelbaum, S. Gandolfi, K. Hebeler, A. Nogga, A. Schwenk, Phys. Rev. Lett. 111, 032501 (2013).

NEUTRONS



   

Newer results: SFR cutoff

● New, better fits 
 to higher energies

● Spectral-function regularization 
 cutoff (kept fixed before) 
 now varied

● Clearly shows lack of dependence

NEUTRONS

A. Gezerlis, I. Tews, E. Epelbaum, S. Gandolfi, K. Hebeler, A. Nogga, A. Schwenk, in preparation



   

Newer results: perturbativeness

First-ever opportunity to non-perturbatively 
test pertubativeness

● Use one chiral order in the propagator (many-body evolution), 
 another chiral order when evaluating observables

● As for all observables that do not commute with the 
 Hamiltonian, we need to explicitly extrapolate:

where

 
● If VMC is poor, extrapolation will be poor.



   

Newer results: perturbativeness

NEUTRONS
A. Gezerlis, I. Tews, E. Epelbaum, S. Gandolfi, 

K. Hebeler, A. Nogga, A. Schwenk, in preparation

Hard(ish)
R
0
 = 1.0 fm

Λ = 500 MeV

Soft
R
0
 = 1.2 fm

Λ = 400 MeV



   

Newer results

● Comparison with many-body 
 perturbation approach

● Once again, soft potential is 
 nearly identical to AFDMC

● Once again, SFR cutoff 
 does not matter 

NEUTRONS

A. Gezerlis, I. Tews, E. Epelbaum, S. Gandolfi, K. Hebeler, A. Nogga, A. Schwenk, in preparation



   

Now turn to finite nuclei



   

New results with chiral forces

● Binding energy of 4He

● Non-perturbative
 systematic error bands

● All results are strong force +
 Coulomb, no NNN

NUCLEONS

J. E. Lynn, A. Gezerlis, J. Carlson, E. Epelbaum, S. Gandolfi, A. Schwenk, in preparation



   

New results with chiral forces

● rms radii for 4He
● Systematic error bands
● All results are strong force +
 Coulomb, no NNN

NUCLEONS

J. E. Lynn, A. Gezerlis, J. Carlson, E. Epelbaum, S. Gandolfi, A. Schwenk, in preparation



   

New results with chiral forces

● Two-nucleon densities in 4He
 (for R

0
 = 1.2 fm)

● Appropriately normalized: 

● Quantifies softness of potential 

NUCLEONS

J. E. Lynn, A. Gezerlis, J. Carlson, E. Epelbaum, S. Gandolfi, A. Schwenk, in preparation



   

Conclusions

● Chiral EFT (whether hard or soft) can now 
 be used in continuum Quantum Monte Carlo 
 methods

● Non-perturbative systematic error bands can 
 be produced (for both light nuclei and 
 infinite matter)
 

● The perturbativeness of different orders 
 can be directly tested
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